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Learning objectives - Student will be able to know how to approach a vehicle that has been in an 

incident including; mechanical breakdowns, rolls/flips, fire. To be familiar with; restraint systems, kill 

switches; know important hand signals, basic hot track skills. 

Program Schedule Outline 

 8AM registration 

 8:30AM opening remarks, overview of day, introductions of instructors, topics of group 

discussion-basic hand signals, roles of specialties, purpose of training, teamwork. 

 9AM Break into study teams for hands on “stations” training modules. 

 12PM Lunch Break (appx 45 minutes) 

 Afternoon on-track sessions 

 4PM Debrief and dismissal 

Training Modules: 

The hands on training portions shall start with a demonstration first, and then trainee practices. 

Plan on at least one and a half hours per station to allow everyone to practice multiple times, encourage 

questions and offer different scenarios. 

1. First Response, No Injury - To include correct approach to vehicle, safe side, plan of action, 

communication with driver, fire bottle, assessment of damage, car reentry, pushing vehicle safely- open 

and closed wheel. Helping uninjured driver out, safety systems: window nets, arm restraints, camlock 

and latch system seat belts, HANS devices, kill switches, onboard fire systems, removable steering 

wheels, tow hooks and how to assist rope tow and wrecker crews. 



2. First response with injury - Joint session with emergency services, assessment of driver, immediate 

call for ambulance, teamwork.  

Responsive Driver: assessing injury, questions for driver, teamwork with EMS crew, immobilization: 

when and why, comforting driver, open wound care, burn injury, NO HELMET REMOVAL, ALLOW ES 

CREW TO DIRECT YOUR HELP IN EXTRACTIONS. 

Unresponsive driver: ABC- AIRWAY, BREATHING, CIRCULATION, how to check, when and why to move 

an unresponsive driver, signs of heatstroke, exhaustion, shock. 

Fire with unresponsive driver:  extractions, turnover the scene to ES, assist with cleanup. 

3. Flip Response: Flips / rollovers are called as emergency on the net, this stands up ES crews. Safe way 

to approach car, kill switch, communication with driver, track awareness while prone. Talk driver 

through steps to extract, check for injury. If time allows, all participants to practice extraction as well as 

being extracted. 

4. Fire Response: to be instructed by ES personnel and F&C, how to approach vehicle, where to position 

in regard to wind, familiarization with fire bottle, types of suppressant, types of fire: alcohol, gas, 

methanol, oil, brake fire, interior fire. Use of fire bottle: sweep at base, clearing cockpit, under hood. 

Driver extraction and teamwork with ES crew. Recommend students have to run with bottle to get to 

fire, 5-10yards. 

5. Flagging 101 and track awareness:  The basics of F&C, how, why, when, how to conduct yourself in 

the track environment, basic communication skills.  

Afternoon On-Track Scenarios and Practice 

Three CW stations are to be staffed and equipped with flags and radios. Volunteer cars will circulate the 

course and pull off at stations. It will be the driver’s choice to simulate a mechanical breakdown, 

contact, unresponsive driver, injured driver, etc.  The purpose is to encourage teamwork between 

flaggers and ES crews. Usually at least two hours of on track. 

End of day meet and debrief, questionnaire 



 

 


